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In December 2019, a new virus was discovered. People named it COVID-19, but they also called it Coronavirus.
One day, when schools re-opened across the country, the virus decided to pay one of the schools a visit. However, it was very sad to see that everyone was wearing a mask!
So COVID-19 decided to go near some of the school kids. To its great surprise, they were all greeting each other from afar!
Next the virus visited one of the classrooms to see if the kids were all playing close together. But to its dismay, they were all staying at two-arms distance from each other!
COVID-19 then went near a little boy who was about to **cough**....

but was **sad** to see that he was wearing a **mask** and coughed into his **elbow**.
Then the virus went to check on the washrooms.

But there too, all the kids were washing their hands properly while keeping at a safe distance from each other the entire time!
So COVID-19 decided to wait till it was time for the kids to go home from school. It was sure that the kids would not keep away from each other at that time. Yet, it was once again sad to see the kids keeping a good, safe distance from each other.
The virus then followed a few kids to see what they did once they reached home. But it saw that they immediately went in to take a bath. COVID-19 was very disappointed by this behaviour and wanted to hide away.
Finally, COVID-19 thought that maybe the kids would go out and play in a crowd and share toys. The kids, however, started watering their little garden, tossed a ball to each other and played hide-and-seek. They did not carry any of their toys outside. They made sure that they followed all the necessary SOPs.
COVID-19 was in great **despair**.
So, **after** this very long and disappointing day, it decided to go far, far away.
We look forward to receiving the vaccine against COVID-19. But until then, it is and always will be important to follow the guidelines given by our healthcare experts. We must ALWAYS follow SOPs.
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